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Alaska Sen. Lisa Murkowski could be one of two key votes that
could sink the Kavanaugh nomination. (Official Senate photo)
Judge Brett Kavanaugh (U.S. Court of Appeals photo)
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Alaska Natives say a
Justice Kavanaugh would
be a threat on
subsistence, voting rights,
and on climate issues

Are Native issues enough to sink Brett
Kavanaugh's Supreme Court nomination?
By Mark Trahant

Are Native-related issues enough to sink the nomination of President
Donald J. Trump’s choice for the Supreme Court?
The Senate is now considering Brett Kavanaugh’s nomination and a
vote by the Judiciary Committee is expected on September 20. The
president’s supporters are hoping that they have the votes to confirm
Kavanaugh and he can begin his new job by the first Monday in October,
the beginning of the new court term.
The Senate is closely divided, 51 Republicans and 49 Democrats. And if
Democrats vote as a bloc, it will take two Republican Senators to reject
the nominee. If there is a tie, Vice President Mike Pence would cast the
deciding vote.
Read entire piece by Trahant here
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Bethany Yellowtail
#SheRepresents tees applaud
Native Women Candidates
By Jourdan Bennet-Begaye
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Yellowtail releases her #SheRepresents t-shirt
to celebrate record number of Native women
candidates running for office.
2018 is a historical year as there are currently
more Native women than Native men running for
state legislators and governors. There are 53
Native women candidates out of the 101
contenders.

Attendees of the Native Power-Building Summit wear the
new #SheRepresents tee designed by Bethany Yellowtail.
(Photo courtesy of Bethany Yellowtail)

Not only did Yellowtail say she was inspired by
“all the women running for office,” but many of
the candidates asked Yellowtail to make them
campaign materials.

“I was asked to design a scarf to support Paulette Jordan, and once that launched I had about 10 more
requests from Native organizations and campaigns to support more candidates,” she said. “I couldn’t say yes
to them all, so I decided to create something that could help raise visibility for them all at once.”
The back of the shirt lists 60 Native women candidates. Mark Trahant, editor of Indian Country Today and
host of FNX’s Wassaja weekly show, says he is keeping watchful eye on the number of Native candidates.
Yellowtail says Mark Trahant helped to inspire the list of candidates on the shirts.
“Mark helped me finalize the list and, of course, it was hard to include everyone since it is a moving target,”
Yellowtail said. “He’s been keeping me up to date on the races and making sure I’m informed. He’s been an
incredible resource! We did our best to make sure everyone was included but of course we missed a few.”
Shirts go on sale today for $30 on the B.Yellowtail website. Profits from the sales will go to Advance Native
Political Leadership Action Fund, which will be supporting a host of progressive Native candidates running
for office.
“I hope the t-shirt is used as a tool to amplify Native voices collectively. I also hope it inspires our
communities to get out and vote!” Yellowtail said.
To purchase a shirt, click here to go to the B.Yellowtail website

A comprehensive list of resources
in the battle for suicide prevention
By Vincent Schilling
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CDC: U.S. Suicide Rates for American Indians / Alaska Natives is 16.9 compared to U.S. rate of 12.1 per
100,000
Associate Editor’s note: If you are suffering in any way or hurting and feel if there is nowhere to turn,
please reach out the Suicide Prevention Lifeline. The site offers an 800 number that can be called 24/7 at
1-800-273-TALK (8255). If you wish, you can also visit their website for a live chat. Grief, sadness and
depression are real afflictions, but they are temporary. Suicide is permanent. Please reach out first and
blessings and prayers to those who are struggling.
September is National Recovery Month. Accordingly, every September, the Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration or SAMHSA, works along with other mental health organizations to increase
awareness and understanding of mental and substance use disorders and celebrate the people who recover.
Additionally, September 10th was World Suicide Prevention Day.
In recognition of the month and day on September 10th, Indian Country Today is recognizing efforts that help
those affected by suicide and associated efforts to assist people to fight it within their communities.
It will not come as much of a surprise to the Native communities involved — who have had to answer a
frantic call from a family that a Native youth has taken their life — that suicide is what some communities are
calling a regional and national crisis.
To finish reading article and find suicide prevention resources, click here
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Check out our latest #NativeNerd
column in Indian Country Today
By Vincent Schilling
This week's column:
That virtual sharing online
mystery: What is ‘The Cloud?’
Check it out here.
-----------------Have questions about our
weekly ICT email?
Reach out to Indian Country Today
Associate Editor Vincent Schilling.
email:
vschilling@indiancountrytoday.com
Twitter- @VinceSchilling
Contributions to the creation of
this newsletter courtesy
Kolby Kicking Woman
Twitter - @kdkw_406

New Mexico GOP candidate
Janice Arnold-Jones uestions
Deb Haaland’s heritage
By Vincent Schilling
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Arnold-Jones also stated a genuine
Laguna Pueblo tribe member would
not support ‘open borders.’
This morning on Fox and Friends (9/6/18),
GOP congressional candidate for New
Mexico's 1st Congressional District,
Janice Arnold-Jones, questioned her
Democratic opponent Deb Haaland’s
Native American heritage.
GOP congressional candidate for New Mexico's 1st Congressional District, Janice
Arnold-Jones, (left) questioned her Democratic opponent Deb Haaland’s (right) Native
American heritage. Screen grab, Fox and Friends.

On Fox News Thursday morning, ArnoldJones was questioned by host Ainsley
Earhardt.

Earnhardt asked about Haaland potentially becoming the country's first female Native American in Congress.
Arnold-Jones replied "That's what they say, yes," responded Arnold-Jones, to which the host promptly replied
"That's what they say? What do you mean by that?"
Arnold-Jones said “Well, I’m saying there’s no doubt that her lineage is Laguna, but she is a military brat just
like I am...I think it evokes images that she was raised on a reservation — she belongs to a Pueblo.”
Arnold-Jones also stated a genuine Laguna Pueblo tribe member would not support "open borders."
In a statement emailed to Indian Country Today shortly after the interview, Haaland wrote the following
response:
"My opponent's assertion on Fox News today that my parents' military service, or not being raised on a
reservation, means I am not Native American is racist, an assault on military families, and wrong.
"For generations, Native Americans have been subjected to genocide, forced assimilation, and governmentbacked family separation. Even today, Native American Tribes suffer through attacks on tribal sovereignty and
the ongoing unanswered epidemic of missing and murdered Indigenous women.
"Despite all of that, Native Americans are still here, we are proud, and we matter. I am proud to be a citizen of
the Pueblo of Laguna, and I am proud of my parents’ service in both the Marines and the US Navy.”

Eric Miller on the Ninth Circuit?
Time for a more suitable candidate
By ICT Editorial Team
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Written By: John Echohawk
Native American Rights Fund
Miller often takes extreme positions against tribes, treaty rights

John Echohawk

President Trump has nominated attorney Eric Miller to serve on
the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. Last week the National
Congress of American Indians and the Native American Rights
Fund sent a detailed letter to the Senate Judiciary Committee
reviewing his record and opposing his confirmation. I urge tribal
leaders across the country to send similar letters to their
Senators. Here is what your letter might say:

We oppose the confirmation of Eric Miller because he is a devoted opponent of the rights of tribal
governments. Mr. Miller is a talented attorney. He clerked for Justice Clarence Thomas and served in the
Solicitor General’s office. When entering private practice five years ago, he had a wide range of choices as to
what legal legacy he would forge. Our concern is that he chose to build a law practice by mounting repeated
challenges to tribal sovereignty, tribal lands, and the core attribute of the federal government’s recognition of
tribal existence. He has focused on undermining the rights of Indian tribes, often taking extreme positions and
using pejorative language to denigrate tribal rights.
As an example, in recent Supreme Court litigation regarding treaty fishing rights, Mr. Miller brought together a
group of business, real estate, and farming organizations and wrote a brief arguing that although tribes may
have a treaty right to fish, the treaties did not guarantee that there would be any fish to catch. Under Mr.
Miller’s theory, the State could block all the fish, or take all the water out of every river, and no treaty rights
would be violated. This is an extreme anti-treaty rights position that dismisses the long-standing canon of
construction that treaties are to be read as they would have been understood by the tribes at the time of their
signing.
In the same term of the Supreme Court, he argued against tribal sovereign immunity in Upper Skagit v.
Lundgren. He wrote: “The limited nature of tribal sovereignty suggests that to the extent tribal sovereign
immunity differs from that of other sovereigns, it should be narrower, not broader. Unlike foreign and state
sovereignty, tribal sovereignty has been significantly divested.” Miller’s embrace of the implicit divestiture of
tribal rights is cause for serious concern.
(continued...)
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Center for Native American Youth announces
2018 Creative Native artist winners

September 12, 2018

Click here to find out who took home prizes in the first annual Creative Native art contest

Darby Raymond-Overstreet, 24 years old, Diné/Navajo Nation, from Santa Fe, New Mexico is the Grand Prize winner. She said “This piece
is a portrait of my brother who, to me, embodies the hope and strength that Generation Indigenous represents.” Image courtesy CNAY /
Darby Raymond-Overstreet

Make sure to
visit our website
on your smartphone!
IndianCountryToday.com
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Are you using our
new ICT mobile platform?
Get Indian Country Today
on your phone!
Get our mobile phone app.

Eric Miller on the Ninth Circuit?
Time for a more suitable candidate
Ā...continuedā
By ICT Editorial Team
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In recent Ninth Circuit litigation, Mr. Miller labelled Buena Vista as a “putative” tribe and argued that the Ninth
Circuit was “allowing a would-be tribe to bootstrap its federal recognition into an immunity from any
challenge to the lawfulness of that recognition,” He urged that sovereign immunity cannot be invoked when
tribal status is the ultimate issue. This legal standard urged by Mr. Miller is alarming, as it could be used to
challenge the legitimacy of any federally recognized tribal government and would encourage a scorched earth
approach to litigation involving tribal rights.
In just five years, Mr. Miller has managed to amass a record featuring eleven cases where he represented
parties attacking tribal rights.Because of this, we do not believe Mr. Miller would be fair in hearing cases
regarding tribal rights. We understand that judicial nominees may have differing opinions around the margins,
but a commitment to fundamental Constitutional principles is essential. Upon our review of his record, we are
concerned that Mr. Miller does not possess a mainstream understanding of tribal sovereignty, treaty rights,
and the federal trust responsibility, or their role in the Constitution and federal law. The positions he has
repeatedly advocated would have detrimental consequences for the federal-tribal relationship, and would
undermine fundamental principles of tribal sovereignty, governance, and self-determination.
In the larger picture, Eric Miller is not a suitable judge for the Western United States. Native of Chicago,
graduate of Harvard, he has spent most of his career in Washington, D.C. The Ninth Circuit is Alaska, Arizona,
California, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon and Washington. In the West, we need judges who
understand that Indian tribes are functioning governments governing real people in important places. We also
need judges with experience and interest in the public lands and water law and natural resource issues that
are critically important to the Western United States. Mr. Miller has only recently moved to Seattle,
Washington, and we do not believe he understands western issues.
There are 427 federally recognized tribes in the Ninth Circuit, more than any other Federal Court of Appeals.
Tribes in Alaska, Arizona, California, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon and Washington would be directly and
negatively impacted by Mr. Miller’s confirmation. But the danger is larger. Because the Ninth Circuit hears
more tribal cases than any other, it is a leader in the field of federal Indian law. Other circuits often follow its
example, and it feeds more tribal cases into the Supreme Court. For this reason Mr. Miller poses a threat to all
tribes.
It is crucially critically important that tribes coming before any federal court are heard by judges who share
the Constitution’s fundamental understanding of tribal government rights. Eric Miller does not share these
values, and we urge Senators to exercise their responsibilities to advise the President that they will not
consent to this appointment.
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